

















































































































































The Acquisition of Indirect Speech made by English Foregin 








Studi ini berkaitan dengan pemerolehan kalimat tidak langsung yang dibuat oleh siswa SMP 
dan SMA. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengidentifikasi pola kalimat tidak 
langsung dari pernyataan, perintah, dan kalimat tanya yang dibuat oleh siswa SMP dan SMA. 
Jenis penelitian ini adalah kualitatif dan menggunakan studi cross-sectional. Penelitian ini 
dilakukan di MTs N Salatiga dan SMA N 3 Salatiga. Data penelitian ini adalah kalimat-
kalimat langsung yang diubah menjadi kalimat tidak langsung oleh siswa kelas 8 SMP dan 
siswa kelas 10, 11SMA. Dalam pengumpulan data, peneliti menggunakan data tertulis berupa 
kalimat langsung yang telah diubah menjadi kalimat tidak langsung oleh siswa SMP dan 
SMA, dan memilah data sesuai dengan pola dominan yang ditemukan. Peneliti menggunakan 
kerangka teori Goodell&Sachs (1992) dan Sridhar (1980) dalam mengidentifikasi pola 
perkembangan kalimat tidak lagsung tersebut. Hasil menunjukkan bahwa ada perkembangan 
pola kalimat tidak langsung yang dibuat oleh siswa SMP dan SMA. Dalam membuat kalimat 
tidak langsung berupa pernyataan, siswa kelas VIII SMP berada di tahap 2 (Indirect Quote 
using Present tense) dan tahap 3 (Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past Tense (no change 
in pronoun and adverb of time), tahap 3 (Indirect Imperative using Original Pronoun 
&Adverb of Time) dalam membuat kalimat perintah, dan tahap 2 (Direct Quote of 
Interrogative Pattern) dalam membuat kalimat Tanya. Lalu, siswa kelas X SMA berada di 
tahap 4 (S+ said that+ Third Person Pronoun+ be/verb(present tense)+ O/Complement) 
dalam membuat kalimat pernyataan, tahap 4 (Indirect Imperative Complete)  dalam mebuat 
kalimat perintah, dan tahap 3 (Indirect Quote using Original Pronoun/Adverb of Time)  
dalam membuat kalimat Tanya dalam kalimat tidak langsung. Selanjutnya, siswa kelas XI 
SMA berada di tahap 4 (Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past tense (Correct Change in 
Pronoun) dalam membuat kalimat pernyataan, di tahap 4 (Indirect Imperative Complete) 
dalam mebuat kalimat perintah, dan tahap 4 (Indirect Quote using Indirect Pronoun/Adverb 
of Time) dalam membuat kalimat Tanya dalam kalimat tidak langsung 
 





This present study deals with the acquisition of indirect speech made by English foreign 
learners, especially junior and senior high school students . The objectives of this research are 
to identify the pattern of indirect speech from statement, command, and interrogative made 
by junior and senior high school students The type of this research is qualitative research and 
cross-sectional study. This study was conducted in MTs N Salatiga and SMA N 3 Salatiga. 
The data was direct speech which was changed into indirect speech made by junior and 
senior high school students. In collecting data, the researcher used written sentences of 
indirect speech made by junior and senior high school students and classified the data based 
on the dominant pattern found. The researcher used the framework of Goodell&Sachs (1992) 
and Sridhar (1980) in analyzing the developmental pattern of indirect speech made by the 
students. The result showed that the eight grade students were still at stage two (Indirect 
Quote using Present tense) and stage 3: Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past Tense (no 
change in pronoun and adverb of time) in constructing indirect speech of statement, stage 
three (: Indirect Imperative using Original Pronoun &Adverb of Time) in command, and 
stage two (Direct Quote of Interrogative Pattern) in interrogative. Then, tenth grade students 
were at stage 4 (Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past tense (Correct Change in 
Pronoun) in constructing statement, stage four (Indirect Imperative Complete) in command, 
and stage three (Indirect Quote using Original Pronoun/Adverb of Time) in interrogative. 
Next, eleventh grade students were at stage 4 (Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past tense 
(Correct Change in Pronoun) in constructing statement, stage four (Indirect Imperative 
Complete) in command, and stage four (Indirect Quote using Indirect Pronoun/Adverb of 
Time) in interrogative. 
 
Keywords: Acquisition, Indirect Speech. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Language has important role in the daily communication. People hang on the 
language to interact to other people in charge of  expressing  the ideas, feelings, 
and thoughts. By means of communication, language enables people not only 
convey information to each other but also  to maintain social relationship in the 
sense of both transactional and interactional. 
English teaching in Indonesia as second langauage is mainly influence of 
current curriculum used. Recently, most of the schools in Indonesia are applying 
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KTSP curriculum. It is an operational curriculum that is designed and 
implemented at each educational institution. 
In some cases of English teaching in Junior and Senior High School, the 
students just get the overview of grammar, but have no understanding to apply 
grammar rules in constructing sentence. By means of English teaching, grammar 
is the central to the teaching and learning of languages. Without a good 
knowledge of grammar, learner’s language development will be severely 
constrained.  
The condition above makes learning English for the non-native speakers is not 
easy. The Indonesian students in Junior and Senior High School still finds the 
difficulty in constructing sentence, in case of still using Indonesian way of 
concept in expressing their ideas in English. One of the difficult sentences  made 
by students is constructing indirect speech.   
Based on  the preliminary study in Junior High School in Salatiga, when the 
teacher asked the students to construct indirect speech from statement pattern, 
they make an error on changing the verb and pronoun. For example,  
Ari :” I go skiing with John”. 
Haris  : Ari said that he go skiing with John. (error) 
    Ari said that he went skiing with John. (correct) 
Then, the students still find complicated idea in constructing indirect speech 
from command pattern. For example, 
Rani : “Type this letter now”. 
She asked me to type this letter then.(error) 
She asked to type that letter then. (correct) 
In other cases, the students also have difficulty in contruscting indirect speech 
of interrogative pattern. They still confused on the shifting the verb and pronoun. 
For example, 
“What can I do for you?” the kind man asked the boy. 
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He asked the boy what he could do for you. (error) 
He asked the boy what he could do for him. (correct) 
Some of the students have troubles in making interrogative form of indirect 
speech, in case of changing adverbial of time. For example, 
Sinta  : “where will you go tomorrow?” 
She asked me where I would go tomorrow. (error) 
She asked me where i would go the next day. (correct) 
From these examples, it can be seen that the student’s difficulties in acquiring 
speech reports are not purely of a syntactic nature. The challenge children face 
seems to be related to distinguishing direct and indirect speech and the specific 
clusters of syntactic, semantic, prosodic, and pragmatic features associated with 
these two report types. In children’s production of speech reports, this problem is 
reflected in the use of constructions that mix aspects of direct and indirect speech. 
Students combine, for instance, the syntax of indirect speech with the use of 
shifted pronouns, or make mistakes in the marking of quotations in written texts. 
In comprehension, children seem to allow reports that combine the extraction of 
wh-elements (indirect speech feature) with shifted indexicals (direct speech 
feature). 
The emergence of error is natural in acquiring it. The emergence of errors in 
students’ linguistic system can be called as interlanguage. Interlanguage is a 
situation in which students’ linguistic system is influenced by students’ mother 
tongue linguistic system (for instance, Bahasa Indonesia) and students’ target 
language linguistic system (English).  
According to Selinker (1972)interlanguage is the process of language learning 
is of transitional nature which has its own features. This dynamic system of 
learner language accounts for the variability in L2 learners’ linguistic production 
which is in contrast with the linguistic system of native speakers. This interim 
grammar puts emphasis on the phenomenon of backsliding through which it can 
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be deduced that the linguistic features observed in learners’ language, is not 
random or towards the speakers’ language system (Selinker, 1972). 
The Interlanguage theory based on error analysis discusses that learner errors 
do not just transfers from L1 to L2. The learner cognitively tries to determine the 
L2 structure and in the process creates an interlanguage of developmental 
sequences containing various stages. These stages often include grammatically 
incorrect structures. If a learner uses a grammatically correct sentence it is 
believed that this is a repetition of something the learner heard (often a “chunk”). 
When grammatically incorrect utterances are made, this is believed to show the 
learner’s true level of understanding of the rules and patterns of the L2 
(Lightbrown and Spada, 1999). 
 Second language acquisition refers to the process of learning another 
language after the native language has been learned. The second language is 
commonly referred to as the L2. Furthermore, Loewen and Reinders (2011) state 
that the order of acquisition represent a developmental of L2 learning similar to 
developmental sequence. However, the order of acquisition relates to the learning 
of different syntactic and morphological structures, whereas developmental 
sequence relates to the acquiring one spesific morphosyntactic features, such as 
English Direct-Indirect Speech.  
Development is the act or process of growing or causing something to grow or 
become more advanced. There are some developmental stages of second language 
acquisition. According to Haynes (1997), all new learners of English progress 
through the same stages to acquire language. These stages are often described 
as(1) the silent period, (2) early production, (3) speech emergency, (4) 
intermediate fluency, (5) advance fluency, which have been observed to be 
common among many of these learners. 
In the other words, there are other related previous studies which lead the 
research on speech error that confirm such a view. First, Nordqvist (1998), about 
how speech is projected the protagonists in narrative using indirect, direct and 
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free direct forms of speech. Nordqvists found that the 9-years olds can acquire 
direct and free direct speech utterance in written and spoken form, but still have 
difficulty in constructing indirect speech. Furthermore, it is also obvious that the 
written narratives of the 15-year-olds differ from the 9-year-olds, pointing to a 
development of awareness of modality of specific properties. 
Second, Hollebrandse (2000) investigated the acquisition of sequence of 
tense. Hollebrandse  found that five- and six-year-olds’ interpretation of reports 
may simultaneously exhibit signs of wh-extraction, as in indirect speech, and 
pronoun shift, as in direct speech. Nonetheless, it is rather surprising to find that 
even eleven-year-old speakers of a language with such a clear marking of the 
direct–indirect distinction as Dutch still have not acquired that distinction. 
Third, Nordqvists (2001) which explores the emergence and development of 
forms of direct and indirect speech and functions connected to them, from a long-
term perspective. Nordqvists found that the majority of the school-age children 
(i.e., 9-, 12- and 15-year-olds) include few speech projections in their spoken and 
written narratives, and the narratives have a detached feel. Shifts of speaker 
perspective are more successfully employed in their spoken narrations than their 
written narratives, suggesting that they master speaking within speaking better 
than speaking within writing. 
Fourth, Koder (2016) examined how Dutch children made distinction between 
direct and indirect speech and concern differences in the interpretation of first-, 
second- and third-person singular pronouns. Koder found that Dutch children’s 
acquisition of a strict direct–indirect distinction is a long process that is not 
completed at the age of twelve. A surprising finding was that children’s 
interpretation of the second-person pronoun you showed some special features 
when children were the addressee. In indirect speech, children’s accuracy of 
pronoun interpretation for you exceeded that of I and he. In direct speech, 
however, children made more mistakes for you than for I and he. 
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Thus, this current study is different from other studies due to the main point 
on the acquisition of indirect speech from statement, command and interrogative 
made by junior and senior high school students and investigates the pattern of 
indirect speech related to the framework of Goodell and Sachs’ finding (1992) 
about developmental stages of indirect speech and the framework of Sridhar’s 
theories (1980) about error analysis. 
As a result, the aims of the current study is five folds:  1) to find out the 
patterns of indirect speech of statement made by Junior  and Senior High School 
students; 2) to find out the patterns of indirect speech of interrogative made by 
Junior  and Senior High School students; 3) to find out the patterns of indirect 
speech of command made by Junior  and Senior High School students; and 4) to 
explain the differences of patterns of  indirect speech from statement, 
interrogative, and command To explain the development of patterns of  indirect 
speech from statement, interrogative, and command made by Junior  and Senior 
High School students. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
This research applied qualitative method and cross-sectional study. The 
subjects of  research were junior and senior high school students. It consists of 90 
students, 30 students of MTs N 3 Salatiga academic year 2015/2016 and 50 
students of SMA N 3 Salatiga academic year 2015/2016. They were eight grade 
Junior High School in MTs N 3 Salatiga,  and  tenth and eleventh grade of Senior 
High School in SMA N 3 Salatiga academic year 2015/2016. Most of them were 
between 11-15 years old. Most of the students of Senior High School at tenth and 
eleventh grade were around 15-18 years old. The object of the study was the 
acquisition of indirect speech of statement, interrogative and command sentence 
at Junior and Senior High School student in the written product and emphasized 
on the development of indirect speech acquisition from students in one of Junior 
and Senior High School in Salatiga academic year 2015/2016. The data were the 
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data were the sentences that contain statement, interrogative, and command 
sentence made by the students. The source of data was the student’s written test 
of MTs N  Salatiga and SMA N 3 Salatiga that held at once. 
The method of collecting data that is used in this research is observation, 
interview, and documentation proposed by Glesne (1998: 6). The technique for 
analyzing data that is used is the framework of Goodell and Sachs (1992) about 
the developmental pattern of indirect speech and the framework of Sridhar’s 
theory(1980) about error analysis. 
 
3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
In this section the researcher intends to describe the patterns of indirect speech 
from statement made by Junior and Senior High School students, the patterns of 
indirect speech from interrogative made by Junior and Senior High School 
students, the patterns of of indirect speech from command made by Junior and 
Senior High School students,  and the development of patterns of indirect speech 
from statement, interrogative, and command made by Junior  and Senior High 
School students. 
a. The Patterns of Indirect Speech from Statement made by Junior and 
Senior High School Students. 
The finding of current study showed that the pattern of statement of 
indirect speech made by junior and senior high school students. The 
researcher found the dominant pattern of indirect speech from statement made 
by eighth grade students were: Person+ Reporting verb+ that+ Past statement 
(Subject +verb (original form) + Object). The variation of dominant pattern of 
statements was: S+Verb past tense+ O, S+Be present+ Complm, S+Verb 
past+O+ original pronoun, S+Verb present perfect continous+O+original 
adverb of time, S+Modal present+Verb+O+ original adverb of time& 
pronoun, S+ past tense+. 
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Based on the theory of Thompson and Martinet (1986: 269) about 
indirect speech, 40% of student’s sentences made by eighth grade students 
used corresponding past tense: Person+ reporting verb +that+ S+ past 
statement+ object, and the rest, 60% of student’s sentences used same verb in 
the present form. 
Then, the dominant patterns of indirect speech from statement made 
by tenth grade students were S+ Verb past tense+ O, S+Be past+Complm, 
S+Verb past perfect+O+ indirect pronoun, S+Verb past perfect 
continous+O+indirect adverb of time, S+Modal past+Verb+O+indirect 
adverb of time& pronoun, S+past continous+O. Based on the theory of 
Thompson and Martinet (1986: 269) about indirect speech, almost 100% of 
student’s sentences constructed by tenth grade students used correct pronoun 
and tenses changing. 
The dominant patterns of statement made by eleventh grade student 
were S+ Verb past tense+ O, S+Be past+Complm, S+Verb past perfect+O+ 
indirect pronoun, S+Verb past perfect continous+O+indirect adverb of time, 
S+Modal past+Verb+O+ indirect adverb of time& pronoun, S+past 
continous+O  Based on the theory of Thompson and Martinet (1986: 269) 
about indirect speech, 90% of student’s sentences made by eleventh grade 
students were grammatically correct, and the rest 10% of student’s sentences 
were ungrammatically correct. 
Based on the framework of  Goodell and Sachs’ finding (1992), it can 
be concluded that the pattern of eight grade students was at stage 2: Indirect 
Quote using Present tense and stage 3: Indirect Quote using Corresponding 
Past Tense (no change in pronoun and adverb of time). The pattern of stage 2 
was S+ said that+ Third Person Pronoun+ be/verb(present tense)+ 
O/Complement. Then, the pattern of stage 3 was S+ said that+ Third Person 
Pronoun+ be/verb(corresponding past tense tense)+ O/Complement+ 
original pronoun and adverb of time. Then, the pattern made by tenth and 
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eleventh grade students was at stage 4: Indirect Quote using Corresponding 
Past tense (Correct Change in Pronoun). The pattern of stage 4: S+ said that+ 
Third Person Pronoun+ be/verb(corresponding past tense tense)+ 
O/Complement+ indirect pronoun and adverb of time. So, it can be seen that 
there were such kind of developmental patterns of indirect speech. 
 
b. The Patterns of Indirect Speech from Command made by Junior and 
Senior High School Students. 
The finding of current study showed that the pattern of command of 
indirect speech made by junior and senior high school students. The 
researcher found the dominant pattern of indirect command made by students: 
To/ not to + infinitive+O, To/not to+ Infinitive+ O+ original pronoun, To/not 
to+ infinitive+ original adverb of time, To+infinitive+O+indirectpronoun. 
Based on the theory of Thompson and Martinet (1995: 277), the pattern made 
by eight grade students, 60% of student’s sentences used to/not to+ infinitive 
with grammatically correct in changing pronoun, and the rest 40% of 
student’s sentence also used to/not to+ infinitive with ungrammatically correct 
in changing pronoun. 
The dominant patterns made by tenth grade students were: To/not 
to+infinitive+O, To/not to+ infinitive+ O+ Indirect pronoun, To/Not to+ 
infinitive+ indirect adverb of time. Based on the theory of Thompson and 
Martinet (1995: 277), the pattern made by tenth grade students, 100% of 
student’s sentences were grammatically correct both in pattern and pronoun. 
The dominant patterns of indirect command made by eleventh grade 
students were:To/not to+infinitive+O, To/not to+ infinitive+ O+ Indirect 
pronoun, To/Not to+ infinitive+ indirect adverb of time. Based on the theory 
of Thompson and Martinet (1995: 277), the pattern made by eleventh grade 
students; 90% of student’s sentences were grammatically correct in pattern 
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and pronoun, and the rest 10% of student’s sentences were ungrammatically 
correct in changing pronoun. 
Based on the framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992), it can 
be concluded that the pattern of eight grade students was at stage 3: Indirect I 
mperative using Original Pronoun &Adverb of Time. The pattern of stage 3 
was The pattern: S+asked/told/ordered+to/not to imperative+original 
pronoun/adverb of time. Then, tenth and eleventh grade students was at stage 
4: Indirect Imperative Complete. The pattern of stage 4: The pattern: 
S+asked/told/ordered+to/not to imperative+indirect pronoun/adverb of time.  
 
c. The Patterns of Indirect Speech from Interrogative made by Junior and 
Senior High School Students. 
The finding of the current research showed that the pattern of 
interrogative of indirect speech made by junior and senior high school 
students. The dominant pattern made by eight grade students: Question 
Word+ reported word (S+ be/verb past+ original pronoun/ adverb of time), 
Question Word+ reported word(S+verb past continous+O + original 
pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ reported word (S+verb present 
+O+ original pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ reported word 
(S+modal verb present +O+ indirect pronoun/ adverb of time), Question 
Word+ reported word (S+ be/verb past), Question Word+ reported word (S+ 
be/verb past). Based on theory of Thompson and Martinet (1995: 277), the 
patterns made by eight grade students, 10% of student’s sentences were 
grammatically correct, and the rest 90% of student’s sentences were 
ungrammatically correct. 
The dominant patterns of tenth grade students were: Question Word+ 
reported word (S+ be/verb past+ indirect pronoun/ adverb of time), Question 
Word+ reported word (S+verb past +O+ original pronoun/ adverb of time), 
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Question Word+ reported word(S+verb past continous+O + indirect 
pronoun/ adverb of time, Question Word+ reported word (S+modal verb 
present +O+ indirect pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ reported 
word (S+ be/verb past perfect continuous). Based on the theory of Thompson 
and Martinet (1995: 277), the patterns made by tenth grade students, 40% of 
student’s sentences were grammatically correct, and the rest of 60%of 
student’s sentences were ungrammatically correct. 
 The dominant patterns of eleventh grade students were:Question 
Word+ reported word (S+ be/verb past+ indirect pronoun/ adverb of time), 
Question Word+ reported word(S+verb past continous+O + indirect 
pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ reported word (S+verb past +O+ 
original pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ reported word (S+modal 
verb present +O+ indirect pronoun/ adverb of time), Question Word+ 
reported word (S+ be/verb past perfect), Question Word+ reported word (S+ 
be/verb past perfect. Based on the theory of Thompson and Martinet (1995: 
277), the patterns made by eleventh grade students, 70% of student’s 
sentences were grammatically correct both in pattern, pronoun and adverb of 
time. Then, 30% of student’s sentences were ungrammatically correct, 
especially in pattern and tenses.  
Based on the framework of  Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992), it can 
be concluded that the pattern of eight grade students was at stage 2: Direct 
Quote of Interrogative Pattern . The pattern of stage 2 was  S+ Question word 
+ original reported speech. The pattern of tenth grade made was stage 3: 
Indirect Quote using Original Pronoun/Adverb of Time. The pattern of stage 3 
was  S+ Question Word+ Indirect Question Speech + Original Pronoun/ 
Adverb of Time. The pattern of eleventh grade students made was at stage 4: 
Indirect Quote using Indirect Pronoun/Adverb of Time. The pattern of stage 4: 
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S+ Question Word+ Indirect Question Speech + Indirect Pronoun/ Adverb of 
Time. 
 
d. The Development of Pattern of Indirect Speech from Interrogative made 
by Junior and Senior High School. 
After analyzing the data, the researcher found that the development of 
patterns of indirect speech from statement, interrogative, and command made 
by junior and senior high school students showed that (a) the development of 
indirect speech pattern from statement made by junior high school students is 
“S+ verb/be present tense+ object+ adverb of time” and the pattern of 
statement produced by senior high school students is dominantly correct: S+ 
verb/be past tense+ O+ Adverb of time. Both of tenth and eleventh grade 
students have good understanding in changing direct into indirect speech both 
of in tenses, pronoun and adverb of time; (b) the development of indirect 
speech pattern made by junior and senior high school dominantly showed in 
changing pronoun, eight grade students often made mistake in changing 
pronoun but they used similar pattern “to/not to+ infinitive+ original 
pronoun”. Then, tenth grade and eleventh grade students have more complete 
pattern of command indirect speech: “to/not to+ imperative+ indirect 
pronoun/ adverb of time”; (c) the development of indirect speech pattern from 
interrogative made by junior and senior high school students showed that , 
junior high school had various pattern of interrogative speech which 
dominantly incorrect in the word order and pronoun, the pattern was 
“Question word+ reported word (S+ be/verb past+ original pronoun/adverb 
of time)”. Tenth grade students still had difficulty in word order, instead of 
the changing pronoun was correct (“here” into “there”), the pattern was 
“Question word+ reported word (S+ be/verb past+ original pronoun/adverb 
of time)”Eleventh grade student had grammatically correct in tense, word 
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order, and pronoun, the pattern was: “Question word+ reported word (S+ 
be/verb past+ original pronoun/adverb of time)” 
Based on the indirect speech made by the students, the researcher used 
the framework of Goodell and Sachs (1992). Goodell and Sachs (1992) 
classified the developmental stage of indirect statement into four stages, 
namely Stage 1: Direct Quote, Stage 2: Indirect Quote using Present tense, 
Stage 3: Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past Tense (no change in 
pronoun and adverb of time), and Stage 4: Indirect Quote using 
Corresponding Past tense (Correct Change in Pronoun). 
The framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992) divided the 
developmental stage of indirect command into four stages, namely Stage 1: 
Indirect Command using Original Imperative,Stage 2: Indirect Command 
using “that”+Indirect Imperative, Stage 3: Indirect Imperative using Original 
Pronoun &Adverb of Time, and Stage 4: Indirect Imperative Complete. 
The framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992) classified the 
developmental stage of indirect command into four stages, namely  Stage 1: 
Direct Qoute using Statement Complementizer, Stage 2: Direct Quote of 
Interrogative Pattern, Stage 3: Indirect Quote using Original Pronoun/Adverb 
of Time, and Stage 4: Indirect Quote using Indirect Pronoun/Adverb of Time. 
The researcher found that the pattern of statement indirect speech 
made by eight grade students was at stage 2: Indirect Quote using Present 
tense and stage 3: Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past Tense (no change 
in pronoun and adverb of time). The pattern of stage 2 was S+ said that+ 
Third Person Pronoun+ be/verb(present tense)+ O/Complement. Then, the 
pattern of stage 3 was S+ said that+ Third Person Pronoun+ 
be/verb(corresponding past tense tense)+ O/Complement+ original pronoun 
and adverb of time. Then, the pattern made by tenth and eleventh grade 
students was at stage 4: Indirect Quote using Corresponding Past tense 
(Correct Change in Pronoun). The pattern of stage 4: S+ said that+ Third 
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Person Pronoun+ be/verb(corresponding past tense tense)+ O/Complement+ 
indirect pronoun and adverb of time. Here, the researcher classified the data 
based on the framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992). 
Then, based on the framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992), 
it can be concluded that the pattern of eight grade students was at stage 3: 
Indirect Imperative using Original Pronoun &Adverb of Time. The pattern of 
stage 3 was S+asked/told/ordered+to/not to imperative+original 
pronoun/adverb of time. Then, tenth and eleventh grade students were at stage 
4: Indirect Imperative Complete. The pattern of stage 4: The pattern: 
S+asked/told/ordered+to/not to imperative+indirect pronoun/adverb of time. 
Next, based on the framework of Goodell and Sach’s finding (1992), it 
can be concluded that the pattern of eight grade students was at stage 2: Direct 
Quote of Interrogative Pattern. The pattern of stage 2 was S+ Question word 
+ original reported speech. The pattern of tenth grade made was stage 3: 
Indirect Quote using Original Pronoun/Adverb of Time. The pattern of stage 3 
was  S+ Question Word+ Indirect Question Speech + Original Pronoun/ 
Adverb of Time. The pattern of eleventh grade students made was at stage 4: 
Indirect Quote using Indirect Pronoun/Adverb of Time. The pattern of stage 4: 




The result of the study had found the patterns of indirect speech from 
statement made by Junior and Senior High School students, the patterns of 
indirect speech from interrogative made by Junior and Senior High School 
students, the patterns of of indirect speech from command made by Junior and 
Senior High School students, and  the development of patterns of indirect speech 
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from statement, interrogative, and command made by Junior  and Senior High 
School students. 
Finally, the researcher concludes that in this present study, the students made 
a large number of errors in constructing indirect speech dominantly made by 
eight grade students. Fore reason, they have not acquired the subject of indirect 
speech at this grade. Besides that, the eighth grade students had limited 
knowledge in tenses and pronouns. The pattern of the student’s first language 
acquisition, namely Indonesian language also gave strong influence in their 
indirect speech production. Meanwhile, tenth and eleventh grade students had 
better understanding in constructing indirect speech. Most of them were at stage 
3 and four in changing direct speech into indirect speech. It means that they 
almost had full understanding in constructing indirect speech grammatically 
correct. It includes the changing of tenses, pronouns, and adverb of time. For 
reason, tenth grade students got the subject of indirect speech at this grade. So, 
they had better comprehension than the eighth grade students. This kind of 
phenomenon showed that there is such kind of developmental pattern made by 
students in acquiring indirect speech. 
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